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The Past and Present of electricity markets:
Convex Supply and Inelastic Demand
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Looming Crises?

• The looming influx of large amounts of zero MC capacity 
is creating a lot of concerns over the viability of either 
energy-only or traditional capacity paradigms 
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The Future of Electricity Markets:
Is Electricity the Internet?
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The Future of Electricity Markets:
Scarcity Pricing Even More Important
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Energy Only Markets at a Crossroads

• Influx of alternative resources
– Mostly zero MC
– Mostly intermittent

• Scarcity pricing needed for more than just generic investment signals
– Will influence Demand and Storage usage Decisions
– Will influence location and type of investment

• Some technologies will require large scarcity rents
– Requires commitment to not claw back those rents in periods of high MC (e.g. high gas 

prices)
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Capacity Payments and Market Choice

• Paradigm creates a distinction between capacity and 
energy
– Distinction somewhat blurry; terms existed historically but 

meant different things
• Provides a mix of “planning” oversight and “free-market” 

choice.
– Planners require (or acquire) capacity
– Market choice over sources of energy
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The Resource Adequacy Process: Generic 
Steps

• Generate a forecast of needs 
– (e.g. annual and monthly peaks)
– One month, one year, or multiple years ahead

• Procure (or require procurement) of certified capacity 
sufficient to meet forecast need plus a reserve margin

• Hope (or provide incentives) that capacity is operating 
if/when the system really needs it.
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Capacity markets at a crossroads

• Influx of alternative resources
– Is a wind turbine a direct substitute for a gas turbine?

• Growing concern over fuel security (e.g. natural gas 
availability during “polar vortexes”) 

• Growing correlation of resource availability 
• Growing behind the meter supply and storage

– could create a more productive role for demand response and 
distributed resources, but vulnerable to lobbying and bias
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Alternative Resources and
Capacity Counting

• How to assign capacity credit to variable (intermittent) 
resources?
– Evaluate historical patterns of output
– Assess “average” performance over some time window

• Simple capacity factor, ELCC (Effective Load Carrying Coef.)
– Award capacity based upon historical performance during this 

window
• Process is complex and vulnerable to lobbying and bias 

creeping in
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Traditional Capacity Metrics

• Most effort is focused on ex-ante evaluation of capacity
– Failure to supply today leads to diminished capacity values in 

the future
• Historically relatively minor penalties for unavailability

– Generous performance bands; broad performance windows; 
• Relatively small penalties applied for performance 

averaged over many hours
– Formulas are complex and vulnerable to lobbying and bias 

creeping in
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Pay-for-Performance Capacity

• Some markets like ISO-New England charge upwards of $5000/MWh for 
non-performance of capacity during any period where there is a constraint 
relaxation
– Penalty potentially applies 24x7 
– Usually triggered by relaxing reserve or AS constraints

• Penalty payments are directed as rewards to resources that over-supply
• Mechanically almost identical to increasing the scarcity penalty price

– But only applied to supply

• Capacity instrument has elements of a forced hedge between the actual 
energy price cap and the marginal price (including penalties) faced by 
suppliers
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Potential Benefits of Strong Performance 
Incentives

• Incentive to avoid forced outages
– When it matters
– Incentive to procure adequate fuel (e.g. natural gas)

• Strong counterweight to the incentive to “lobby” for favorable capacity 
crediting formulas for favored resources.

• Incentive for storage resources to maintain an adequate charge going into 
periods of potential scarcity

• Flexible and resilient resources less likely to face penalties, increasing their 
capacity market value
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Summary
• New, alternative, resources significantly challenge both the energy-

only and capacity market paradigms
• Performance capacity provides energy-only-like incentives to 

generation
– Also allows for the capacity planning paradigm and central procurement to be 

maintained
– If you like that sort of thing

• Resolves the need to adopt different types of capacity requirements 
(e.g. flexible, storage, etc.) by rewarding all resources based on ex-
post reliability contributions

• This is not saying energy-only is worse
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Thank You

Jim Bushnell
UC Davis
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